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Abstract 
It was proved by Jack Segal and the author that a finite dimensional compactum can be 
an attractor of a flow on a topological manifold if and only if it has the shape of a finite 
polyhedron. There differentiability was not taken into account. It is the subject of the 
present paper to show that the same characterization applies to attractors of differentiable 
flows on manifolds of class C’, 1 B r < a. 
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1. Introduction 
We consider a differentiable manifold M of class C’ for 1 < r < m and a flow on 
M, i.e., a map Mx [w -+M, (x, t) ++x’, of class C’ satisfying the functional 
equations x0 =x and xSff = (.x~)~. A compact subset A cM is an attractor if it is 
closed under the group operation of [w and if it has a neighborhood U such that x’ 
converges to A for x E U and t + +m, the convergence is assumed to be locally 
uniform. It was first proved by Bogatyj and Gutsu [ll that A must have the shape 
of a finite polyhedron, and for any finite dimensional A with this property Segal 
and the author constructed in [4] a not necessarily differentiable flow on a 
Euclidean space with an attractor homeomorphic to A. In this paper we will show 
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that this flow can be chosen differentiable of class C’ with arbitrarily large but 
finite r. (In the sequel r will always be subject to this restriction.) 
Theorem 1.1. For any finite dimensional compacturn A that has the shape of a finite 
polyhedron there is a flow of class C’ on a Euclidean space R”, n sufficiently large, 
with an attractor homeomorphic to A. 
The proof will make use of the following observation: 
Proposition 1.2. We suppose A is a compact subset of R”. Then the following 
conditions are related as U(r) - V(r) *W(r) * U(r - 1). 
U(r) 
V(r) 
On R” there exists a flow of class C’ with A as an attractor. 
There is an open neighborhood V of A and a regular function cp : V\A 
-10, m[ of class C’ with p(x) + m for x + A. 
W(r) There exists an open neighborhood W of A and a function $ : W + [O, m[ 
of class C’ with $-‘(0) = A, which is regular on W\A. 
We recall that a differentiable real valued function is regular if its derivative is 
nonzero everywhere. 
Proof. U(r) -V(r): Let U be a neighborhood of A all of whose points move 
towards A uniformly, and denote by i? G R” the open subset which is the union of 
all trajectories meeting U \A. 
(a) At first we prove that every x E 0 admits an open, saturated neighborhood 
Vcoandamap f:V-+Rsuchthat 
f(x’) =f(x) + t. (1) 
Let 
be the velocity field of our flow. Since each trajectory in 0 tends to A the set c 
cannot contain restpoints, and, observing the uniqueness theorem for differential 
equations, this means (Y(X) # 0 for all x E I? For a specified point x we choose a 
linear functional u : R” -+ R with u * (Y(X) # 0. Then the implicit function theorem 
provides us with a map f : V, + R! defined on a connected neighborhood V, of x 
such that f(x) = 0 and u *y-f(Y) = u ax for all y E V,. By differentiating we see 
af(y’)/& = 1 and therefore f(y’) =f(y) + t whenever both sides are defined. 
Finally we set V:= V, and extend f over V by f(y’) := f(y) + t for y E V,. 
(b) We set Y equal to the quotient space obtained from i? by identifying points 
on the same trajectory and claim that Y is a closed manifold of class C’. First we 
want to show that Y is Hausdorff and consider two points x1, x2 E U\A not lying 
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on the same trajectory. We take a closed neighborhood W of A in U not 
containing these two points and choose t > 0 with 




because for y P W, s G -t we have y” G U by (3). Let Vi be a closed neighbor- 
hood of x, in U\ W disjoint from x2 t--f,fl. Furthermore we consider the map 
p : R” x [-t, t] + R”, p(y, s) :=y’, and get {xJ x [-t, t] ~p-l(R”\Vl). Com- 
pactness enables us to find a neighborhood V, of x2 in U\ W with I’, X I-t, t] c 
p-‘(lR”\V,), i.e., 
qf’fl (-J jf, = $ 
(3 
We set Wi := K.:.” for i = 1, 2 and claim W, CT W, = @. If this were wrong one could 
find yi E V, and si E R with yfl = y;z, i.e., yf = y2, s := S, - s2. (3), (4) and (5) 
exclude s 2 t, s G -t and I s 1 G t respectively, and we arrive at a contradiction. 
But this means that WI and W, are indeed disjoint, saturated neighborhoods of 
y,, yz respectively, and therefore that Y is Hausdorff. 
To see that Y is compact it suffices to take a compact neighborhood W of A in 
U and observe that every trajectory in U meets aW, because of relations of the 
form (3) and (4). Therefore q(aW) = Y, q : i? --) Y being the quotient map. 
Finally we prove that Y is a manifold. By [2, Ch. III, $2.4, Lemma 21, 4 : c + Y 
is an open map. Let I/ be an open neighborhood of a point x E 0 as in (a). (1) 
implies in particular that the differential of f : I/ - R is nonzero and therefore that 
W :=f-‘(0) is a submanifold of I’. q I w : W -+ q(W) is bijective, continuous and 
open, hence it is a homeomorphism. Also q(W) = q(W’) is a neighborhood of 
q(x), so that Y is locally homeomorphic at each point to a submanifold of c. If 
g : V + R is a second function satisfying (1) and W’ := g-‘(O), then q(y) := y-fey) 
defines a local diffeomorphism between W’ and W at x, so that the differentiable 
structure imposed on q(W) is well defined and Y becomes a differentiable 
manifold. 
(c) Construction of f : ti -+ R. Let w be an open covering of Y by sets W, such 
that q- l(W) has property (a) and let ($J be a partition of unity on Y of class C’ 
subordinated to ?P”. For each index L we choose a member W, E ST containing the 
support of I/J, and a map f, : q-‘(W,) -+ R satisfying (1). Then the map f(x) := 
C,+,(q(x))f,(x) satisfies equation (1) on all of c and hence its restriction to 
f-’ IO, m[ may serve as cp in property V(r) with I/:= f-‘IO, w[ UA . 
V(r) - W(r): By induction we construct a sequence of functions I,!J~ : I/+ [0, m[ 
of class Ck, such that I&‘(O) =A, a”$k/ax” = 0 on A for any multi-index I a ( G k, 
and such that ~9~ is regular and of class C’ on V\A. 1,9,, := l/cp on V\A and 
IJ(~ = 0 on A will do for k = 0. When I,!J~ is already constructed we set I+!I~ + , := g$k, 
where g : 10, w[ + [O, m[ is a function of class Ck with g-‘(O) = IO}, such that g is 
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regular and of class C’ on IO, 04. For any multi-index LY with ( cx 1 = k + 1 we get 
%5kk+ ,/axa = g’($~)Y$@xa + P(@~&@, g@) on V\A, where P is a polyno- 
mial in partial derivatives of I)~ determined by multi-indices I p I G k and deriva- 
tives of g of order I d k + 1. Hence it suffices to choose g subject to the conditions 
g(‘)(O)=0 for l<k+ 1 and g’($,M”+,/&? -0 for Ial =k+l and x+A (ob- 
serving x +A * *Jx) + 0). 
W(r) 2 U(r - 1): We extend I,!J to a C’-function on R” with compact support 
and take (x, t> *xc to be a flow on R”, whose velocity field is - VI). Then 
$(x’>JO for x E W and t -j +m. The convergence must be IocalIy uniform by 
Dini’s theorem and therefore A = I+-‘(O) is an attractor. 0 
2. Proof of Theorem 1.1 
Proposition 2.1. A finite dimensional compacturn A has the shape of a finite 
polyhedron if and only if it can be embedded in a Euclidean space R” of sufficiently 
large dimension such that there exists a decreasing sequence of compact bounded 
PL-submanifolds Pk c R” with A = n T = 1 Pk, and each Pk is a regular neighborhood 
of P!C+*. 
Proof. The condition is clearly sufficient, because the Pk are finite polyhedra and 
the inclusion maps Pk + I - Pk are homotopy equivalences. Necessity is also imme- 
diate if A is a subpolyhedron of R”. We pass from this speciai case to the general 
case by an application of Chapman’s finite dimensional complement heorem [3]: 
We assume that A c R” is in standard position with y1> 2 + 2 dim A. Chapman’s 
theorem provides us with a PL-embedding f : R”\A H R” such that B := IF\ 
f (R” \A) is a compact subpolyhedron and x + A @f(x) + B. Let B, be a decreas- 
ing sequence of regular neighborhoods of B with B = n y=, B, such that B, is a 
regular neighborhood of B, + 1 and set Pk := A U fml(Bk \B). Evidently the sets Pk 
are compact bounded submanifolds of 58” with A = n y=, Pk. From [6, Corollary 
3.301 we infer that Pk is a regular neighborhood of Pk+ ,. 0 
Proof of Theorem 1.1. We assume that A c R” satisfies the embedding condition 
of Proposition 2.1. Using smoothing theory we will construct a decreasing sequence 
of smooth, bounded and compact submanifolds Mk of R” with A = n TzlMk, 
such that M,\Int Mk+, is a collar on C+M, in Mk. 
We choose a pairwise disjoint sequence of neighborhoods U, of aP,. Since aP, 
is a compact flat PL-submanifold of R” of codimension 1 we can apply [5, Theo- 
rem 7.1, p. 351 to construct PD-homeomorphisms (Ye : IL!” = R” which are station- 
ary outside U, such that ok(aPk) is a smooth submanifold of KY. This gives rise to a 
PD-homeomorphism (Y : KY = R” which coincides with each ‘Ye on U, and is the 
identity elsewhere; we set Mk := o(P,>. Using [6, Corollary 3.171 we see that 
Pk\ Int Pk+, is a PL-collar on aP, in Pk, i.e., there is a PL-homeomorphism 
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P: p,\Int pk+t = aP, x I with p = id on aP,. The composed PD-homeomorphism 
a/3-‘:?JPkxZ=Mk\Int Mk+i induces a smoothing of aP, X I which coincides on 
aP, x {O} with the one induced by Q : aP, = CIM,. Now [5, Main Theorem, p. 31 
provides us with a diffeomorphism cp : M,\Int M,, , = aM, X I with cp = id on 
aM,, hence Mk\ Int Mk+ I is a collar on aM, in M,. 
In the expression aM, X Z we replace the unit segment Z by the segment 
[k, k + 11. Then all the projection maps aM, X [k, k + 11 + [k, k + 11 can be 
pasted together to yield a map f : M, \A -+ [l, w[, which is smooth everywhere 
except possibly at the boundaries C&Z, and is regular everywhere; furthermore we 
have ~CX> + +m for x +A. By [5, Lemma 5.7 and Theorem 5.8, p. 201, we can 
find a smooth regular function cp : M, \A -10, 4 with I cp -f I < 1, and by Propo- 
sition 1.2, condition V(r), the theorem is proved. •I 
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